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Abstract
In this paper we use Quillen–Barr–Beck’s theory of (co-) homology of algebras in order
to de3ne (co-) homology for the category RLie of restricted Lie algebras over a 3eld k of
characteristic p = 0. In contrast with the cases of groups, associative algebras and Lie algebras
we do not obtain Hochschild (co-) homology shifted by 1.
Precisely, we determine for L∈RLie the category of Beck L-modules and the group of Beck
derivations of g ∈RLie=L to a Beck L-module M . Moreover, we prove a classi3cation theorem
which gives a one-to-one correspondence between the one cohomology and the set of equivalent
classes of p-extensions. Finally, a universal coe:cient theorem is proved, relating the homology
to the Hochschild homology via a short exact sequence. This shows that the new homology
determines the Hochschild homology.
c© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 18G60; 18C15; 17B55
0. Introduction
Homology and cohomology for restricted Lie algebras was 3rst de3ned by Hochschild
[4]. In an improved de3nition due to Pareigis [5], H 2Pa(L;M) classi3es p-extensions
of L by M where L is a restricted Lie algebra and M any abelian restricted Lie
algebra upon which L acts by p-derivations. We note that Pareigis cohomology in low
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dimensions is diHerent from Hochschild cohomology, but for n¿ 3 Pareigis cohomol-
ogy agrees with Hochschild cohomology. In this paper, we develop (co-) homology
theory for the category of restricted Lie algebras using Quillen–Barr–Beck’s theory of
(co-) homology theory of universal algebras [1,2,7].
In particular, in the 3rst section, following the axiomatic development of Quillen–
Barr–Beck we are led to determine for L restricted Lie algebra the category of Beck
L-modules and the group of Beck derivations of L to a Beck L-module M . We note
that in this section we recover in natural way some results which exist in [5] but in
another language, so that Pareigis’ construction is part way to ours.
In Section 2, we de3ne (co-) homology for the category of restricted Lie algebras
and we determine the new cohomology in dimensions 0 and 1. We prove a classi3-
cation theorem which gives us a bijection between the one cohomology and the set
of equivalence classes of p-extensions. In connection with Pareigis cohomology we
observe that Pareigis cohomology in low degrees agrees with the new cohomology
shifted by 1. The use of Quillen–Barr–Beck method gives us the opportunity to de3ne
in a natural way higher (co-) homology groups.
Finally, in Section 3, a universal coe:cient theorem is proved, relating the new
homology with Hochschild homology via a short exact sequence. Therefore, the new
homology determines the Hochschild homology.
This paper is based upon the author’s Ph.D. Thesis at the University of Warwick,
which was written under the guidance of Dr. Alan Robinson.
Throughout this note, we denote by Lie the category of Lie algebras and RLie the
category of restricted Lie algebras over a 3eld k of characteristic p = 0.
1. Beck modules and derivations
Following the general scheme of Quillen–Barr–Beck’s theory of (co-) homology of
algebras [7,2,1], in order to de3ne (co-)homology, we will determine Beck derivations
and the category of Beck modules for the category RLie of restricted Lie algebras over
k. In connection with Pareigis’ theory we recall Pareigis’ de3nition. Let Rf be the
non-commutative polynomial ring with indeterminate f consisting of the set of poly-
nomials
∑i=m
i=0 aif
i where ai ∈ k, f an indeterminate and fa=apf. Let L be a restricted
Lie algebra and up(L) the restricted enveloping algebra of L. We denote by w(L) the
ring given by w(L)=Rf⊗k up(L) with multiplication such that lf=0, for l∈L; f∈Rf.
Then Pareigis [5] de3nes cohomology groups by HnPa(L;M) = Ext
n−1
w(L)(C;M) where
C(L) = w(L) ⊗ L=R and R is the w(L)-module generated by {1 ⊗ [l; l′] − l ⊗ l′ +
l′ ⊗ l; 1 ⊗ l[p] − (f + lp−1) ⊗ l, for l; l′ ∈L}: In this section, we will show that for
L∈RLie a restricted Lie algebra, a Beck L-module is nothing else than w(L)-module
which corresponds as Pareigis shows in [5] to what he calls L-module. Thus, using the
categorical language of the axiomatic development of Quillen–Barr–Beck theory, we
recover in a natural way some results which exist in [5] in another language.
Denition 1.1. Let X be an object in a category C. We denote by (C=X )ab the category
of abelian group objects of the comma category C=X and by IX : (C=X )ab → C=X the
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forgetful functor. An object M ∈ (C=X )ab is called a Beck X -module. Let Y ∈C=X
and M a Beck X -module. The group HomC=X (Y; IX (M)) is called the group of Beck
derivations of Y to M .
Let L∈RLie be a restricted Lie algebra, M a restricted L-module and f :M → ML
a p-semilinear map from M to the invariants ML={m∈M : xm=0 for all x∈L}. The
semi-direct product L ⊕ M together with the p-map (l; m)[p] = (l[p]; l · · · l︸ ︷︷ ︸
p−1
m + f(m))
where x∈L and m∈M is a restricted Lie algebra which we will denote by L×f M .
1.1. Beck derivations
Denition 1.2. Let (g; [p]) be a restricted Lie algebra, (M;f) a restricted g-module
together with a p-semilinear map f :M → M g , and Der(g; M) the abelian group of
Lie algebra derivations of g to M . Then we de3ne
Derp(g; M; f) = {d∈Der(g; M) : d(x[p]) = x · · · x︸ ︷︷ ︸
p−1
dx + f(d(x)) for all x∈ g}:
Remark 1.3. Since f is p-semilinear, Derp(g; M; f) is an abelian group under addition.
This group is not necessarily a k-vector space.
Lemma 1.4. Let (L; [pL]) be a restricted Lie algebra, g ∈RLie=L, and (M;f) a re-
stricted L-module together with a p-semilinear map f :M → ML. Then
HomRLie=L(g; L×f M)  Derp(g; M; f):
Proof. Let  : g → L be the structural map and  :L×M → M the canonical projection.
We de3ne the maps !: HomRLie=L(g; L ×f M) → Derp(g; M; f) by !(") = d" with
d" =  " and # :Derp(g; M; f) → HomRLie=L(g; L ×f M) by #(d) = "d with "d(x) =
((x); d(x)). Then d" ∈Derp(g; M; f) and !# = #!= 1id.
Remark 1.5. The above lemma shows that L×fM is an abelian group object of RLie=L,
and Derp(g; M; f) is actually the group of Beck derivations.
1.2. Beck modules
Lemma 1.6. Any abelian group object (g; [pg])∈ (RLie=L)ab, is isomorphic to a
restricted Lie algebra of the form L ×f M for a well-determined pair (M;f) where
M is a restricted L-module, ML is its submodule of invariants, and f :M → ML
is a p-semilinear map.
Proof. Let  : g → L be the structural map, z :L → g the unity map and K the kernel
of the structural map. Since g is an abelian group object in RLie=L, we obviously have
that g is an abelian object in Lie=L. The category of abelian group objects (Lie=L)ab is
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equivalent to the category of L-modules. In particular, g is an extension of Lie algebras
(of L by K) and the unity map is a splitting.
0→ K → g 
z
L → 0:
Here g as a Lie algebra is isomorphic to the semi-direct product L ⊕ K and the
isomorphism  :L⊕K  g is given by  (l; ')= z(l)+' where + denotes the addition
in g. Since z is a p-Lie homomorphism, the action of L on the L-module K satis3es
lpL' = [z(lpL); '] = [z(l)pg ; '] = (ad(z(l)))p(')
for all l∈L and '∈K , so that K becomes a restricted L-module. Moreover
[z(l); 'pg ] = [ · · · [z(l); '] · · · ; ']︸ ︷︷ ︸
p
· · · ] = 0
and thus the restriction pK of pL on K makes (K; [pK ]) a restricted abelian Lie algebra
with pK :K → KL. The pair (K;pK) determines a restricted Lie algebra L×pK K . Since
K is abelian, we have
( (l; '))pg = z(l)pg + 'pg +
i=p−1∑
i=1
si(z(l); ')
= z(l)pg + 'pg + (ad(z(l)))p−1(');
where isi(l; ') denotes the coe:cient of )i−1 in the formal (p− 1)-fold product [)l+
'[ · · · [)l+'; l]]]. Hence ( (l; '))pg= (lpL ; 'pK +l · · · l︸ ︷︷ ︸
p−1
') and we have an isomorphism
of restricted Lie algebras ": L×pK K  (g; [pg]).
Theorem 1.7. The category of abelian group objects (RLie=L)ab is equivalent to the
category A whose objects are pairs (M;f) where M is a restricted L-module and
f :M → ML is a p-semilinear map from M into its submodule of invariants ML and
whose morphisms (M1; f1)→ (M2; f2) are L homomorphisms + :M1 → M2 such that
f2+= +f1.
Proof. By Lemma 1.4 above, we conclude that L ×f M is an abelian group object
in the slice category RLie=L. Conversely, by Lemma 1.6, any abelian group object is
isomorphic to a restricted Lie algebra of the form L×f M for a well-determined pair
(M;f).
As a consequence of Theorem 1.7, we are led in a natural way to the consideration
of the ring w(L), where L∈RLie. In particular, we will see that the category of Beck
L-modules is equivalent to a category of modules over a ring w(L).
We recall that Rf denotes the non-commutative polynomial ring consisting of the set
of polynomials
∑i=m
i=0 aif
i where ai ∈ k, f an indeterminate and fa=apf. The category
of k-vector spaces together with a p-semilinear map is equivalent to the category of
Rf-modules. The category of restricted L-modules is equivalent to the category
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of up(L)-modules, where up(L) denotes the restricted enveloping algebra of L. Thus
from Theorem 1.7, we see that if (M;f)∈ (RLie=L)ab, then M is a left Rf-module and
left up(L)-module such that x(fm) = 0, for all x∈L and m∈M .
Therefore, one can easily deduce that for L∈RLie the category of Beck L-modules
is equivalent to the category of modules over the ring w(L) = Rf ⊗k up(L) with
multiplication such that Lf = 0 and we obtain the following theorem:
Theorem 1.8. The category of abelian group objects (RLie=L)ab is equivalent to the
category of w(L)-modules.
Remark 1.9. Under the equivalence of Theorem 1.8 above, a w(L)-module M is asso-
ciated to a pair ( KM;f) where KM is M viewed as up(L)-module via up(L)→ w(L) and
f : KM → KML is the p-semilinear map induced from the action of the element f∈Rf
on M .
Remark 1.10. In the contrast with the cases of groups, associative algebras and Lie
algebras the group of Beck derivations is not the usual group of restricted derivations.
Moreover, we see that Beck modules are not modules over the restricted enveloping
algebras as one could naively predict.
1.3. The abelianization functor
Let L be a restricted Lie algebra and M a w(L)-module with associated pair ( KM;f)
(Remark 1.9). We recall that we denote by C(L) = w(L) ⊗ L=R and that R is the
w(L)-module generated by {1⊗[l; l′]−l⊗l′+l′⊗l; 1⊗l[p]−(f+lp−1)⊗l, for l; l′ ∈L}.
From Lemma 1.4 and Lemma 2.1 in [5] we deduce the following isomorphisms:
HomRLie=L(g; L×f KM)
(1) Derp(g; KM;f)
(2) Homw(g)(C(g); M)
 Homw(L)(w(L)⊗w(g) C(g); M):
Therefore, the abelianization functor Ab :RLie=L → (RLie=L)ab is given by g →
w(L)⊗w(g) C(g).
Lemma 1.11. Let V be a k vector space and Fp(V ) the free restricted algebra on V.
Then C(Fp(V )) is a projective w(Fp(V ))-module.
Proof. Let A; B be w(Fp(V ))-modules,  :A → B a w(Fp(V ) epimorphism and
h :C(Fp(V )) → B a w(Fp(V ) homomorphism. Then from isomorphisms (1) and
(2) above h corresponds to a restricted Lie algebra homomorphism  :Fp(V ) →
Fp(V ) ×fB KB (notation of Remark 1.9). The restriction of  on V is a k-linear map
which since  is surjective we can lift to a k-linear map ! :V → Fp(V )×fA KA (nota-
tion of Remark 1.9). Since Fp(V ) is free on V we can extend ! to a restricted Lie
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algebra homomorphism !′ :Fp(V )→ Fp(V )×fA KA. By isomorphisms (1) and (2) !′
corresponds to a w(Fp(V )) homomorphism 2 :C(Fp(V ))→ A such that h=  2.
2. (Co-) homology for restricted Lie algebras
Let C be a category closed under 3nite limits and having su:ciently many projec-
tives. Moreover, we assume that the abelianization functor Ab :C=X → (C=X )ab, left
adjoint the forgetful functor exist. Then Quillen [7] de3nes cohomology groups of an
object X ∈C with coe:cients an object M ∈ (C=X )ab by
Dq(X;M) = Hq(Hom(C=X )(LAb(X ); M))
and the qth homology object of X by
Dq(X ) = Hq(LAb(X )):
Lemma 2.1. The category RLie is closed under ;nite limits and has su<ciently many
projectives. Moreover RLie has a single small generator.
Proof. The forgetful functor, U :RLie → Sets is obviously faithful and preserves epi-
morphisms. The free functor F : Sets → RLie which associates to each set X the free
restricted Lie algebra on X is left adjoint of U . Moreover RLie has coequalizers. There-
fore RLie is complete and cocomplete. Besides RLie has su:ciently many projectives
since for any object X in RLie the free restricted F(X ) Lie algebra on X is a projective
object and the natural surjection s :F(X ) → X is an epimorphism. Finally, let Fs be
the free restricted Lie algebra on the set with a single element. Then for each object
X ∈RLie, if we set Q := F(X ) the free restricted Lie algebra on X , Q is a direct sum
of copies of Fs. Therefore, RLie has a single generator which obviously is a small
object.
Remark 2.2. Since the category RLie has a single small projective generator. It fol-
lows that we can get a simplicial co3brant resolution of an object L using a cotriple.
Precisely, the cotriple ⊥ arises from the adjoint pair (F;U ), where F : Sets → RLie
denotes the free functor and U :RLie → Sets is the forgetful functor.
Therefore using the general theory of (co-) homology of algebras due to Quillen–
Barr–Beck [7,2,1] we have the following de3nition.
Denition 2.3. Let L∈RLie and M a w(L)-module then we de3ne (co-) homology
groups D∗(L;M) and D∗(L;M) by the formulas
Dq(L;M) = Hq(Hom(RLie=L)(LAb(L); M))
and
Dq(L;M) = Hq(M ⊗w(L) LAb(L)):
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If ( KM;f) is the pair associated M (Remark 1.9) then in 0 dimension we have
D0(L;M)=HomRLie=L(L; L×f KM)  Derp(L; KM;f) and D0(L;M) =M ⊗w(L) Ab(L).
2.1. One cohomology and p-extensions
Next, we will prove a classi3cation theorem which gives us an one-to-one corre-
spondence between the one cohomology group D1(L;M) and the set of equivalence
classes of extensions of M by L where L∈RLie and M a Beck L-module.
Denition 2.4. Let X be a restricted Lie algebra and let M be a w(X )-module. A
p-extension (e) (of X by M) is a short exact sequence of restricted Lie algebras
(e) : 0→ M → E f→X → 0
with M an abelian restricted Lie algebra and such that the given w(X ) action on
M agrees with the one induced by the extension. Two p-extensions (e) and (e)′ of
X ∈RLie by a w(X )-module M are called equivalent if there exist a restricted homo-
morphism e :E → E′ over X which induces identity on M . We denote the equivalence
classes of p-extensions by Extp(X;M).
Theorem 2.5. Let X be a restricted Lie algebra and M a w(X )-module. Then the set
Extp(X;M) of equivalence classes of p-extensions of X by M is in 1–1 correspondence
with D1(X;M).
Proof. Let ( KM;f) be the pair associated to M (Remark 1.9). We know from Propo-
sition 2.4 in [7] that the 3rst cohomology group D1(X;M) is the isomorphism classes
of objects of Y ∈RLie=X which are torsors for M ×f X → X .
Let Y ∈Extp(X;M) then we have a short exact sequence in RLie
0→ M → Y "→X → 0
with M abelian and such that the induced w(X ) action on M recovers the given one.
Therefore f is actually the restriction of the p-map [pY ] of Y on M . Obviously,
" :Y → X is an epimorphism. We consider the map + : ( KM ×p X )×X Y → Y given by
((m;"(y)); y)→ y+m. This map is well de3ned and using the fact that M is abelian
we see that it is actually a restricted Lie algebra homomorphism and that + de3nes an
action. The map (+;  ) : ( KM ×p X )×X Y → Y ×X Y where  denotes projection is well
de3ned and as easily can be seen is a restricted isomorphism. Therefore Y → X is a
torsor for KM ×f X → X .
Now, let Y ∈RLie=X be a torsor for KM ×f X → X . Then the map " :Y → X is a
surjection. We denote the kernel ker(Y → X ) by KK . We have injections i : KK ,→ Y×X Y
given by Kk → ( Kk; 0) and j : KM ,→ ( KM×fX )×X Y ) given by Km → (( Km; 0); 0). Since Y is
torsor for KM ×f X → X there exists a morphism in RLie + : ( KM ×p X ) ×X Y → Y
and an isomorphism (+;  ) : ( KM ×p X ) ×X Y → Y ×X Y . The restriction of (+;  ) to
KM gives as an isomorphism of restricted Lie algebras ( KM; [f])  ( KK; [p KK ]). Moreover,
for x∈X , and m∈ KM , we have (+;  )((xm; 0); 0) = +((xm; 0); 0). Let xY ∈Y such that
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"(xY ) = x. Since + is a Lie homomorphism, we have
+((xm; 0); 0) = +([((0; x); xY ); ((m; 0); 0)])
= [+((0; x); xY ); +((m; 0); 0)]:
Since now (+;  ) is an isomorphism, we have "(+((0; x); 0)) = x and therefore KK is
isomorphic to KM as restricted X -modules. Thus, we obtain a short exact sequence in
RLie
0→ KM → Y → X → 0
such that Y ∈Extp(X;M).
Remark 2.6. We note that the one cohomology group classi3es general p-extensions
whereas the second Hochschild’s cohomology group is in one-to-one correspondence
with the set of equivalence classes of strongly p-extensions, namely p-extensions such
that the p-map is 0.
Example 2.7. Let k be a perfect 3eld of chark=p = 0 and let (L; [pL]) be an abelian
restricted Lie algebra with 1-1 p-map [pL]. Then D1(L; k) = 0.
Proof. We note that (k; [pf]) is an abelian group object in (RLie=L)ab, where k is a
trivial restricted L-module and [pf] the Frobenius automorphism. We will prove that
all p-extensions (E)∈Extp(L; k) are split and therefore, from the classi3cation Theo-
rem 2.5, we will deduce that D1(L; k) = 0. Let (E) be a p-extension in Extp(L; k)
(E) : 0→ k → E "→L → 0:
Then (E) is central and the restriction of the p-map [pE] of E on k is the Frobenius
map [pf]. We will endow E with Lp-action for which " becomes a L-map. For x∈L
and e∈E we de3ne an L-action:
x ∗ e = [ Kx; e] where Kx is any lift of x to E:
This action is well de3ned since the extension E is central. Therefore, E becomes a
restricted L-module and by construction "(x ∗ e)= [x; "(e)]= x ∗"(e). Here, as L is an
abelian restricted Lie algebra with 1–1 p-map, we get that E is a completely reducible
a restricted L-module ([3, Theorem 14, p. 193, Remark, p. 194]). Therefore k is a
direct summand in E, say E=k⊕E′. In fact, E′ is a Lie subalgebra of E and therefore
E = k ⊕ L as Lie algebras and E is abelian.
Moreover, let e∈E such that e[pE ] =0 then 0="(e[pE ])= ("(e))[pL]. The map pL is
1–1 and thus we get "(e) = 0 and e∈ k. Since k is perfect, [pf] is an automorphism
and e = 0. Therefore [pE] is 1–1 p-semilinear map and moreover, since k is perfect,
[pE] is surjective. Hence, E[pE ] = E = k [pf] ⊕ E′[pE ] = k ⊕ E′[pE ] and E′[pE ] = E′ thus
E  L×[pf] k and the extension E splits.
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3. A universal coe0cient theorem
Following the advice of Dr. Alan Robinson the next universal theorem is proved.
This theorem allows us to relate via short exact sequence the restricted Hochschild
homology groups and the new homology groups.
Let (L; [p]) be p-Lie algebra and M a up(L)-module we denote by
HHS∗ (L;M) = Tor
up(L)∗ (M; u+p (L));
the restricted shifted Hochschild homology of L with values in M and we denote
by HH∗ (L;M) the restricted Hochschild homology. Moreover, let f
∗ : Mod − up(L)→
Mod−w(L) be the change ring functor which associates an up(L)-module M to M⊗up(L)
w(L).
Theorem 3.1. Let (L; [p]) be a p-Lie algebra and M a up(L)-module. We have a
universal coe<cient exact sequence
0→ Dn(L; f∗(M))⊗Rf k → HHSn (L;M)→ TorRf1 (Dn−1(L; f∗(M)); k)→ 0:
Proof. We recall that the category RLie has a single small projective generator, namely
the free restricted Lie algebra generated by a set with a single element. Therefore we
can use a cotriple resolution as a simplicial co3brant resolution. We will note by
F∗ → L the corresponding resolution. Let P∗ → k be a simplicial resolution of k. By
de3nition we have HH∗ (L;M) :=  ∗(M ⊗up(L) P). Moreover, from Priddy’s result 2.8
in [6] the functor up sends weak equivalence to weak equivalence therefore we have
isomorphisms
HH∗ (L;M) =  ∗(M ⊗Lup(L) k)
  ∗(M ⊗Lup(F∗) k):
From Satz 2.2 in [5] we have an Rf isomorphism C(L)  u+p (L)⊗k Rf, therefore we
deduce that Ab(L)⊗Rf k  u+p (L). Besides, the restricted enveloping algebra of a free
restricted Lie F(X ) on X is the tensor algebra T (X ) on X . Therefore, using the short
exact sequence below
0→ T ∗(X )→ T (X )→ k → 0
and 2.8 in [6], we obtain the following isomorphism:
HH∗ (L;M)  ∗(M ⊗Lup(F∗) k)
  ∗−1(M ⊗Lup(F∗) (Ab(F∗)⊗Rf k)):
Since, Ab(F∗) is projective up(F∗)-module by Lemma 1.11, from 6.10 in [7] we have
 ∗(M ⊗Lup(F∗) (Ab(F∗)⊗Rf k))   ∗(M ⊗up(F∗) (Ab(F∗)⊗Rf k)):
Therefore
HHS∗ (L;M)  ∗(M ⊗up(F∗) (Ab(F∗)⊗Rf k))
  ∗((M ⊗up(F∗) Ab(F∗))⊗Rf k)):
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We note that the ring Rf is a left principal ideal domain. Moreover, for any ideal H
of Rf, we see that (M ⊗up(F∗)Ab(F∗))⊗Rf H  (M ⊗up(F∗)Ab(F∗))H therefore Oatness
condition of KQunneth’s formula [8] holds and we get a universal exact sequence
0→ Dn(L; f∗(M))⊗Rf k→HHSn (L;M)→TorRf1 (Dn−1(L; f∗(M); k))→ 0:
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